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41 Summary

42 Objectives: Sex steroids, administered as a priming before GH stimulation tests (GHST) to 

43 differentiate between growth hormone deficiency (GHD) and constitutional delay of growth and 

44 puberty (CDGP), or as growth-promoting therapy using Low Dose Sex Steroids (LDSS) in CDGP, 

45 is much debated. We aimed to compare auxological outcomes of CDGP or GHD children 

46 undergoing primed or unprimed GHST and to evaluate LDSS treatment in CDGP.

47 Design: Retrospective study among three pediatric University Hospitals in Italy and UK. 

48 Methods: 184 children (72 females) aged 12.4 ± 2.08 years underwent primed (/P+) or unprimed 

49 (/P-) GHST and were followed-up until Final Height (FH). CDGP patients were untreated (CDGP-) 

50 or received LDSS (CDGP+). The cohort included 34 CDGP-/P+, 12 CDGP+/P+, 51 GHD/P+, 29 

51 CDGP-/P-, 2 CDGP+/P- and 56 GHD/P-. FH standard deviation score (SDS), Δ SDS FH-target 

52 height (TH) and degree of success (-1 ≤ Δ SDS FH-SDS TH ≤ +1) were outcomes of interest.

53 Results: GHD/P+ had better FH SDS (-0.87 vs -1.49; p = 0.023) and ΔSDS FH-TH (-0.35 vs -0.77; 

54 p = 0.002) than CDGP-/P+. Overall, GHD/P+ showed the highest degree of success (90%, p= 

55 0.006). Regardless of priming, both rhGH and LDSS improved degree of success compared to no 

56 treatment (89% and 86% vs 63%, p= 0.0009). GHD/P+ showed a trend towards a higher proportion 

57 of permanent GHD compared to GHD/P- (30.43% vs 15.09%; p = 0.067).A
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58 Conclusion: In peripubertal children, priming before GHST improves diagnostic accuracy of 

59 GHST for idiopathic GHD. LDSS treatment improves auxological outcomes in CDGP. 

60

61 Keywords: Puberty; idiopathic growth hormone deficiency; short stature; sex steroid priming; 

62 constitutional delay of growth and puberty; final height

63 MAIN TEXT

64 Introduction

65 Children in the peripubertal phase or with delayed puberty may present with growth deceleration 

66 or short stature, prompting endocrine evaluation. In this scenario, differentiating idiopathic GHD 

67 (GHD) from constitutionally delayed non-GH deficient short children (CDGP) remains a 

68 challenge1. 

69 GH secretion is regulated by sex steroids, as demonstrated by the threefold increase in GH 

70 secretion occurring along with an increase in gonadal steroid concentrations during puberty 2. 

71 Blunted GH peaks after physiological or pharmacological stimuli may be found in normal pre-

72 pubertal children 3, and thus, although GH stimulation tests (GHST) are required to diagnose 

73 GHD, their results need to be evaluated carefully and integrated with other clinical, biochemical 

74 and neuro-imaging data. 

75 Early retesting (1-6 months after diagnosis) of children labelled as idiopathic GHD upon unprimed 

76 GHST showed normal GH responses in up to 85% of subjects, indicating poor specificity of 

77 unprimed GHST in the diagnosis of idiopathic GHD 4. On the other hand, the administration of sex 

78 steroids before GHST (also known as priming), aimed at sensitizing the pituitary gland of pre/ 

79 peri-pubertal children to sex steroids and at increasing the secretion of GH under stimulation 

80 performed soon afterwards, has been shown to reduce false positive GHD results from 39% to 

81 5%3. Current International Pediatric Guidelines give a conditional recommendation to use priming 

82 with sex steroids prior to GHST for prepubertal boys older than 11 or prepubertal girls older than 

83 10 years with adult height prognosis above - 2 SD of mean for the reference population, aiming to 

84 prevent unnecessary GH treatment of children in whom a diagnosis of CDGP may be likely 5.

85 However, evidence supporting this approach is limited, as the studies available 3 6 7 8 9 report 

86 conflicting results, possibly due to the small cohorts reported, and the lack of long-term follow up.A
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87 Widespread adoption of priming in clinical practice has also been hampered by the fact that some 

88 clinicians consider it as an artificial stimulus leading to a transient increase in GH peaks, thus 

89 masking peri-pubertal GHD 10. 

90 Other than being used to improve specificity of GHST, low dose sex steroids (LDSS) can also be 

91 given as a quasi-physiological growth-promoting therapy in those patients diagnosed as CDGP 

92 after GH deficiency has been excluded, in order to improve growth and sexual maturation and 

93 mitigate their psycho-social discomfort.11 Nevertheless, this treatment is not universally accepted 

94 and in CDGP patients a wait-and-see approach is frequently adopted 12.

95 To date, long-term data on large cohorts evaluating the clinical benefits of the use of sex steroids 

96 as a pharmacological tool before GHST (priming) or as a growth-promoting therapy in CDGP 

97 patients after exclusion of GHD are scanty. 

98 Therefore, the primary aim of our multicenter retrospective study was to evaluate if priming with 

99 sex steroids improves the diagnostic accuracy of GHST in the diagnosis of GHD, by comparing 

100 the auxological outcomes of a large cohort of GHD/CDGP children  undergoing a primed GHST 

101 compared to a control group not diagnosed with the use of priming. Besides, we compared the 

102 reversal rates of idiopathic GHD at retesting between patients undergoing primed and unprimed 

103 GHST. Secondary aim of our study was to assess whether LDSS administered as a growth-

104 promoting therapy in CDGP subjects had a significantly impact in their long-term auxological 

105 outcomes. 

106 Material and methods

107 Population

108 We retrospectively collected auxological data of 184 children (74 females) who underwent primed 

109 or unprimed (depending on local or individual preferences) GHST in the peripubertal phase at 3 

110 European tertiary centers from 2002 to 2015 (Naples and Milan) and from 2008 to 2015 (London). 

111 Data were retrieved from an internal audit conducted within the three hospitals after approval of 

112 the Institutional Ethic Committeee (02C502_2005). All parents gave a signed informed consent to 

113 the use of anonymous clinical data for research purposes. 

114 All patients sought medical attention for short stature (IH, initial height) per se and/or in relation to 

115 their target height (TH), as defined by IH-TH < - 1.5 SDS and/or for growth deceleration (defined A
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116 as a height velocity - 1.0 SDS below the mean for age and sex). All patients had attained FH 

117 (height measured at growth velocity < 2 cm/year) at the time of data collection. Height was 

118 measured with a wall-mounted stadiometer to the nearest 0.1 cm. 

119 Testicular volume was measured using a Prader orchidometer 14 and pubertal stage was 

120 determined according to the criteria of Marshall and Tanner. 15 All boys diagnosed as having G1 

121 stage of puberty had mean testes volume between 2 and 3 mL, whereas those classified as G2 

122 stage had mean testes volume between 4 and 6 mL.

123 Inclusion criteria were: age 11-14 years for males or 10-13 years for females; Tanner stage < -1 

124 SDS according to puberty nomograms,13 bone age no greater than chronological age. Exclusion 

125 criteria were: born small for gestational age; familial short stature; obesity or severe malnutrition; 

126 chronic diseases or steroid use; combined pituitary hormone deficiencies; syndromic patients; 

127 history of intracranial or systemic tumors; midline brain defects; signs of skeletal dysplasia. 

128 Other systemic causes of short stature (malabsorption, coeliac disease, liver or kidney diseases, 

129 systemic autoimmune diseases) were ruled out. 

130 The key differential diagnosis between CDGP and GHD was based on the response entity of GH 

131 peaks under GHST for evaluation of GH reserve and was indeed supported by other clinical and/or 

132 laboratory criteria.  Patients were diagnosed as isolated growth hormone deficiency (GHD) if peak 

133 GH upon GHST was < 8 µg/L, possibly together with IGF-1 concentrations below two Standard 

134 Deviation Score (SDS). Among subjects with peak GH ≥ 8 µg/L, diagnosis of CDGP was 

135 established if puberty had not started yet or had a slow or stuttering progression (defined as Tanner 

136 stage < -1 SDS according to puberty nomograms) associated with at least two of these criteria; i) 

137 bone age delay > 1 year compared to chronological age; ii) being short for target height (TH); and 

138 iii) family history of pubertal delay 13. 

139 CDGP patients were either untreated or received low-dose sex steroids (LDSS) on an individual 

140 basis until a Tanner stage 3 or 4 was achieved, in order to mitigate their psychosocial distress and 

141 improve their growth. 

142 All patients diagnosed as GHD underwent a pituitary MRI and evaluation of pituitary gland size 

143 was based on its cranio-caudal height, measured on a sagittal t1-weighted scan.

144 GHD children were treated with recombinant growth hormone (rhGH) at replacement doses (20-

145 35 µg/kg/day). A
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146 Patients were divided into 6 groups: untreated CDGP diagnosed with or without priming (CDGP-

147 /P+, n = 34; CDGP-/P-, n = 29), CDGP receiving LDSS diagnosed with or without priming 

148 (CDGP+/P+ n =12; CDGP+/P- n =2), GHD diagnosed with or without priming receiving rhGH 

149 therapy (GHD/P+ n = 51; GHD/P- n = 56) [Figure 1 Supportive Information]. 

150

151 Evaluation of GH reserve and priming

152 Growth hormone reserve was investigated locally by using either primed or unprimed 

153 hypothalamic stimuli (arginine, clonidine, insulin tolerance or glucagon tests, depending on local 

154 preferences). In males, primed GH stimulation was carried out following either low-dose (50 mg) 

155 or high-dose (100 mg) intramuscular Τestosterone (Propionate or Enanthate) injections for 4 to 7 

156 days, depending on local preferences. In females, the two priming regimens used before GHST 

157 were Ethinylestradiol 100 ug/day for 3 days and Stilbestrol 1 mg twice daily for 2 days. 

158 Retesting of GH reserve was performed by using either ITT or GHRH plus arginine tests at least 

159 one month after rhGH therapy discontinuation. 

160  

161 Outcome assessments 

162 Anthropometric measurements [initial height (IH), weight and body mass index (BMI)] were 

163 standardized for age and gender and expressed as SDS, according to reference standards 16. TH 

164 was defined by Tanner’s formula: (mother’s height + father’s heigh)/2 + 6.5 for males and – 6.5 

165 for females.  Bone age was evaluated by using either Greulich and Pyle  or Tanner-Whitehouse 

166 methods 17.

167 Height gain from presentation was defined as the difference between standard deviation score of 

168 FH and IH ( SDS FH-IH). The difference between FH and TH SDS was calculated as the 

169 difference between standard deviation of final height and target height (SDS FH-TH). Degree of 

170 success, defined as the proportion of patients reaching a final height in the range TH ± 1 SDS, was 

171 considered as a dichotomic variable.
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172 Assays

173 Serum GH and IGF1 concentrations were measured using immunometric assays (LIASON 

174 DiaSorin, Saluggia Italy or Immulite, Siemens). GH immunoassays had a similar functional 

175 sensitivity (<0.1 μg/L) and intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation (CV) were <3.5% and 

176 <10%, respectively. Plasma IGF-I was measured by immunometric assay after ethanol extraction. 

177 The functional sensitivity was 0.8 μg/L. The intra- and inter-assay CVs were <3.5% and 8.2%, 

178 respectively. 

179 Statistical analysis

180 Continuous covariates were reported as mean and standard deviation (or, if data were not normally 

181 distributed, as median and interquartile range), whereas categorical covariates were reported as 

182 number of patients and percentage. Normal distribution of the data was verified by means of 

183 Shapiro-Wilk test. Comparisons among groups were performed by means of Analysis of variance 

184 (or Wilcoxon test) for continuous covariates and Chi-square test (or Fisher test) for categorical 

185 ones. 

186 For each continuous outcome (SDS FH, ∆ SDS FH-IH, ∆ SDS FH-TH) ANOVA model was 

187 applied to verify that the outcomes, as well as the covariates, resulted statistically significantly 

188 different among groups. A head to head comparisons between groups were performed considering 

189 Tukey adjustments approach to control the inflation error I type rate. Analogously, for 

190 dichotomous outcomes (degree of success), a log-binomial model was considered in order to 

191 prevent overestimation of odds ratio due to an uncommon outcome. In this model we controlled 

192 the inflation error I type rate by means of the False Discovery Rate approach. Finally for both 

193 models we evaluated the following comparisons between groups: “CDGP- / P+ and CDGP- / P- vs 

194 GHD/P+”; “CDGP- / P+ and CDGP- / P- vs GHD/P-”.

195 All tests were two tailed and a p-value < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. All the 

196 analyses were performed by means of SAS software.

197

198 Results

199 Description of the population

200 Overall, 184 children were included: 104 from Milan, 54 from Naples and 26 from London. The 

201 main features of all groups at diagnosis and at final height are presented in Table 1; data A
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202 comparisons shown were confirmed in multivariate analyses and group CDGP+/P-  was not 

203 considered due to its small size (n = 2). 

204 Within the whole cohort, GHD/P- patients were younger (p < 0.0001) and had bone ages more 

205 delayed compared to chronological age. Mean bone age at presentation was 11.90 years (10.10 to 

206 12.50) for CGDP-/P+, 12.20 years (10.50 to 13.00) for CDGP+/P+, 12.00 years (10.70 to 13.00) for 

207 GHD/P+, 11.00 years (9.90 to 12.50) for CDGP-/P-, 11.20 years (9.5 to 12.90) for CDGP+/P- and 

208 9.00 years (8 to 11.30) for the GHD/P- cohorts. For 3 of the groups, male predominance was 

209 greater than 70%. BMI and Tanner stage at presentation were similar between groups (p = 0.122 

210 and 0.202 respectively). Among all groups, CDGP+/P+, GHD/P+ and GHD/P- had the most 

211 severely compromised median SDS IH (p= 0.017) and ΔSDS IH-TH (p = 0.045) at presentation.

212 SDS IGF-1 at diagnosis was not different between groups (p= 0.368). 

213 Priming with sex steroids pre-GHST was overall performed in 97/184 children (30 females), of 

214 which 46 (17 females) were diagnosed with CDGP and 51 (13 females) with GHD. LDSS was 

215 given as a growth promoting therapy on an individual basis in 14/77 CDGP patients, by using 

216 increasing dosages (up to 100 mg monthly) of either Propionate or Enanthate Testosterone or 

217 Oxandrolone 0.03 mg/kg/day for a median duration of 13 months (interquartile range 5-18 

218 months). No concerns or side effects were reported in patients during or after LDSS treatment. 

219 Moreover, positive feedbacks were obtained throughout the use and after withdrawal of LDSS in 

220 terms of psycho-social wellness. 

221 Mean GH peaks upon GHST were similar between CDGP/P+ and CDGP/P- and between GHD/P+ 

222 and GHD/P- cohorts (data not shown).

223 Pituitary hypoplasia was found in 12 out of 51 GHD/P+ children, and in 8 out of 56 GHD/P- 

224 patients, while the rest had a normal MRI. The prevalence of having a small anterior pituitary 

225 gland was not statistically different between the two groups.  

226 Among CDGP patients, only one female patient belonging to the  CDGP+/P+ group and presenting 

227 with a SDS IH -2.11, a ∆ SDS IH-TH of -2.53, a bone age delay of 2 years and a B1 Tanner stage 

228 of puberty, turned out to have permanent hypogonadotropic hypogonadism and reached a stature 

229 well within her target height after sequential estradiol and estrogen-progestins patches.

230
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231 Multivariate analysis

232 Mean SDS FH, ΔSDS FH-TH and ΔSDS FH-IH were statistically different between CDGP/P+, 

233 CDGP+/P+, GHD/P+, CDGP-/P-, GHD/P- groups (p-value =0.017, p-value= 0.007 and p-

234 value=0.002, respectively). [Figure 1, 2 and 3]

235 More specifically, the head to head comparisons for SDS FH were significantly lower for CDGP-

236 /P+ group compared to both GHD groups: CDGP-/P+ vs GHD/ P+ LS means (SE): -1.49 (0.16) vs -

237 0.87 (0.14), p-value =0.023; CDGP-/P+ vs GHD/ P-: -1.49 (0.16)  vs -0.87 (0.14), p-value = 0.022. 

238 [Figure 1].

239 Concordantly, ΔSDS FH-TH proved to be significantly higher only between CDGP-/P+ and 

240 GHD/P+ [-0.77 (0.13) vs -0.35 (0.11), p-value = 0.002]. [Figure 2] 

241 Hence, the differences in SDS FH and ΔSDS FH-TH between CDGP-/P- and both GHD groups 

242 were similar. [Figures 1 and 2]

243 Better long term auxological outcomes in GHD patients diagnosed upon a primed GHST 

244 (GHD/P+) compared to GHD/P- were also confirmed in the comparison between overall untreated 

245 CDGP patients (groups CDGP-/P+ and CDGP-/P- taken together). In fact, in GHD/P+ compared to 

246 untreated CDGP patients overall, SDS FH nearly achieved statistical significance with a p-value 

247 approaching the significant threshold [SDS FH mean difference -0.328 (SE 0.177); p-value 

248 =0.065), whilst ΔSDS FH-TH did achieve a significant statistical difference [ΔSDS FH-TH mean 

249 difference -0.454 (SE 0.145); p-value = 0.004]. In contrast, these outcomes were not both 

250 concordantly statistically significant among GHD/P- patients compared to untreated CDGP 

251 patients overall [SDS FH: mean difference -0.326 (SE 0.174), p-value= 0.064;  ΔSDS FH-TH: 

252 mean difference -0.238 (SE 0.143), p-value= 0.196]. 

253 Similarly, catch-up growth from presentation (ΔSDS FH-IH) was lower in CDGP-/P+ compared to 

254 both GHD groups [CDGP-/P+ vs GHD/ P+: 0.81 (0.13) vs 1.50 (0.11), p-value < 0.001; and CDGP-

255 /P+ vs GHD/P-: 0.81 (0.13) vs 1.33 (0.11), p-value = 0.018], whereas it was found to be similar 

256 between CDGP-/P- and both GHD groups. [Figure 3]. A lower catch-up growth from presentation 

257 was indeed confirmed considering untreated CDGP patients overall vs GHD/P+ or  vs GHD/P- 

258 [ΔSDS FH-IH: vs GHD/P+ mean difference -0.515 (SE 0.145), p-value =0.001; vs GHD/P- mean 

259 difference -0.342, (SE 0.143), p-value =0.018].  A
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260 Among all groups, the highest degree of success was gained by GHD/P+ (p = 0.006) [Table 1]. 

261 However, regardless of priming, treatment with rhGH was associated with better long term 

262 auxological outcomes compared to untreated CDGP. In fact, the head to head comparison between 

263 groups showed that GHD/P+ had a higher degree of success compared to untreated CDGP groups 

264 (GHD/P+ vs CDGP-/P+: 90% vs 65%, p-value = 0.012; GHD/P+ vs CDGP-/P-: 90% vs 62% p-value 

265 = 0.012) and analogously that GHD/P- group had a higher degree of success compared to untreated 

266 CDGP (GHD/P-  vs CDGP-/P+: 86% vs 65%, p-value = 0.015; GHD/P- vs CDGP-/P-: 86% vs 62%, 

267 p-value = 0.015).  [Figure 4] These results were also confirmed in the comparisons between both 

268 GHD groups and untreated CDGP patients overall: proportions of success for CDGP patients 

269 overall (63%) vs GHD/P+ (90%), p-value =0.001; vs GHD/P- (86%), p-value = 0.003.  

270 Finally, considering the entire cohort and grouping patients for diagnosis and treatment, regardless 

271 of the use of priming before GHST, both treatments with either rhGH or LDSS were associated 

272 with a higher degrees of success compared to the untreated CDGP cohorts (GHD 89% vs CDGP+ 

273 86% vs CDGP- 63% p= 0.0009) [Figure. 5].

274

275 Retesting 

276 After attainment of final height, 46 out of 51 (90.19%) patients in group GHD/P+ (mean age 17.76 

277 1.43 years) and 53 out of 56 (92.52%) patients in group GHD/P- (mean age 16.691.05 years) 

278 were retested for GH reserve and a trend towards a higher proportion of permanent GHD was 

279 documented in patients diagnosed upon a primed GHST (GHD/P+ vs GHD/P-: 30.43% vs 15.09%; 

280 p = 0.067) [Figure 2 Supporting Information]. 

281 No statistically significant differences were found in the reversal rates of GHD at retesting 

282 between subjects with normal (n=87) vs abnormal (n=20) aspects of anterior pituitary gland on 

283 MRI (81% in those with normal MRI vs 70% in those with small anterior pituitary, N.S.). 

284 No significant post therapy IGF-1 differences were observed between normalized vs persistent 

285 GHD at retesting both in GHD/P+ (normalized: 0.23 ± 1.21 vs persistent GHD: 0.97 ± 1.21, N.S.) 

286 and in GHD/P- groups (normalized: -0.46±0.97 vs persistent GHD: -1.04 ± 1.64, N.S.).
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287 Discussion

288 To our knowledge this is the first study investigating long term auxological outcomes in a large 

289 cohort of pre/peri-pubertal children diagnosed with CDGP or GHD, undergoing a primed GHST, 

290 in comparison to a group of children who did not receive priming. 

291 The results of our study indicate that priming with sex steroids prior to GHST may improve the 

292 diagnostic accuracy of the test in the diagnosis of GHD.

293 In fact, we documented that GHD patients diagnosed upon primed GHST reach a FH that is 

294 greater and closer to the TH, in comparison with untreated CDGP. Conversely, in patients in 

295 whom the diagnosis was made upon an unprimed GHST, we found no differences in auxological 

296 outcomes between treated GHD and untreated CDGP patients, suggesting that priming plays a key 

297 role in selecting those children who may benefit the most from rhGH treatment. 

298 Important strengths of our study are both the involvement of a homogeneous cohort (with respect 

299 to age, gender, pubertal and auxological status at diagnosis) as well as the inclusion of a control 

300 group of unprimed CDGP/GHD. In addition, we ruled out secondary causes of GHD or short 

301 stature. Therefore, our cohort is representative of a population of Caucasian children presenting 

302 with idiopathic short stature and delayed puberty. However it has some limitations, inherent to the 

303 retrospective design of the study: low sample size of some groups, variable tests performed, 

304 different laboratory assays, use of different regimens of sex steroids either as priming before 

305 GHST either as a growth promoting therapy. 

306 Along with the fact that during puberty, the increase of sex steroids circulating levels is associated 

307 with an increased GH pulse amplitude, higher IGF-I concentrations, and increased anterior 

308 pituitary size 18 19, most 3 6 7, but not all 9 20, studies reported that priming with sex steroids prior to 

309 GHST increases GH peaks in response to provocation in both normal and short children, 

310 improving diagnostic accuracy of GHST from 90% to 95% 6. Although, as already mentioned, 

311 since 2016 priming before GHST has been recommended by Pediatric Endocrine Society 

312 Guidelines, its use in clinical practice is still limited, considered by some clinicians an 

313 unphysiological method leading to only a transient increase in GH peak and masking peri-pubertal 

314 GHD 10, possibly exposing patients to the risk of side effects, and due to the lack of robust 

315 evidence on its diagnostic advantages and long-term outcomes. In fact, so far, only one study 

316 explored final height in 50 untreated peripubertal boys with subnormal unprimed but normal 

317 primed stimulated GH peaks, reporting a normal FH that layed within the TH range, regardless of 

318 the priming protocol used 21. A
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319 Auxological outcomes of our GHD cohort (either/P+ or/P-) are in line with previous data for 

320 Caucasian patients reporting SDS FH ranging between -0.7 and -1.11 and ∆SDS FH-TH between -

321 0.17 and -0.6 22 23. Growth response to rhGH has been previously found to correlate with 

322 anthropometric variables at the start of treatment (SDS IH, chronological age, bone age, pubertal 

323 status), severity of GHD and genetic potential 24; however, the results of our study indicate the 

324 need for including also the use of priming in models predicting the response to rhGH.

325 Interestingly, although the overall proportion of re-confirmed idiopathic GHD at final height was 

326 similar to that reported in other papers 4 25 26 we found a trend towards a higher proportion of 

327 permanent GHD in primed compared to unprimed GHD patients. We believe that, although this 

328 comparison only approaches the significance threshold, it is of much interest and could become 

329 statistically significant by increasing the sample size. Taken together, these results indicate  the 

330 poor diagnostic accuracy of unprimed GHST in the peri-pubertal phase, likely due to the 

331 physiological transient blunting of GH response to stimulation in this period of life 27.

332 IGF-1 values were not useful to differentiate between pre/peripubertal CDGP and GHD in the 

333 initial diagnostic process, nor to differentiate true and permanent GHD after retesting from 

334 transient forms of IGHD. This could be possibly related to the poor sensitivity of IGF-1 and its 

335 fluctuations in relation to pubertal and nutritional status. 

336 Interestingly, no correlation was found between anterior pituitary size and reconfirmed GHD at 

337 retesting, possibly due to the concept that a borderline small anterior pituitary gland is difficult to 

338 differentiate from low-normally sized pituitary glands given the very few studies available 

339 calculating the anterior pituitary volume/size for chronological age and gender 28 29 and its 

340 physiological variations along with pubertal status 30 . 

341 An additional aim of our study was to evaluate the effects of LDSS given as a growth-promoting 

342 treatment in CDGP patients after GH deficiency was excluded. 

343 In keeping with results of previous studies 31 32 33 our data indicate that, if left untreated, patients 

344 with CDGP fail to achieve their genetic potential, and this is even more evident when priming 

345 before GHST is performed. This result may be possibly due to the fact that the CDGP cohort 

346 diagnosed with the use of priming may have included some partial/mild forms of GHD, displaying 

347 normal transient GH peaks under primed stimuli. Even if there is no consensus on the treatment 

348 protocol to adopt for CDGP children, we have demonstrated that regardless of priming before 

349 GHST, administering variable schemes of LDSS is a safe and well tolerated approach and may A
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350 favour the achievement of height potential, avoiding the risk of premature closure of bone 

351 cartilages secondary to an excessive bone age maturation, as previously suggested in smaller 

352 cohorts. 34 35 

353 Although an objective evaluation was not performed, in our patients LDSS treatment proved to be 

354 a safe approach to improve the psycho-social wellness of CGDP patients.

355 Data evaluating long-term auxological outcomes for females are scanty, especially in CDGP, 

356 which typically shows a male preponderance.31

357 In our study we failed to find any significant gender differences between CDGP and GHD, 

358 possibly due to the low female representation in our cohort. 

359 We acknowledge that larger prospective studies, particularly in females, would be of great interest 

360 to confirm these data and to prove whether LDSS would have a definite advantage on FH in girls. 

361 Moreover, a specific focus on optimisation of priming schemes to adopt before GHST would be of 

362 great relevance to clinicians, but this may need a larger prospective randomized study, where 

363 specific dosages and formulations are taken into account. 

364 Only one female from the whole cohort turned out to be affected by hypogonadotropic 

365 hypogonadism, thus ideally confirming the clinical impression that the great majority of children 

366 affected by true hypogonadotropic hypogonadism escape retardation of linear growth and do not 

367 present with short stature.36

368 In conclusion, in pre or peri-pubertal short subjects, priming with sex steroids prior to provocative 

369 testing for GH reserve seems to improve the diagnostic accuracy of provocative testing for GH 

370 reserve, potentially avoiding cumbersome and less effective rhGH treatment in children with a 

371 false positive GHD diagnosis following an unprimed GHST. Indeed, we documented the highest 

372 degree of success, as well as the highest proportion of reconfirmed GHD at retesting after 

373 attainment of final height in GHD subjects diagnosed upon a primed GHST. Moreover, 

374 administration of LDSS in CDGP patients after exclusion of GHD proved to be effective in 

375 improving their auxological outcomes. Further studies are however needed to confirm these data in 

376 larger populations, to evaluate gender differences in growth and/or response to LDSS in CDGP 

377 patients and to compare the efficacy of different priming regimens in improving the diagnostic 

378 accuracy of GHST.
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 Figure legends 

Figure 1. SDS FH mean and related 95% confidence interval for each group. The significant p-

values of Tukey adjustment head to head comparisons are reported;  SDS= Standard Deviation 

Score; FH=Final Height; CDGP = constitutional delay of growth and puberty; GHD=growth 

hormone deficiency; CDGP-/P+= untreated CDGP diagnosed with priming; CDGP+/P+ = CDGP 

diagnosed with priming treated with low dose sex steroids (LDSS); GHD/P+ = GHD diagnosed 

with priming, treated with rhGH; CDGP-/P- = untreated CDGP diagnosed without priming; 

GHD/P- = GHD diagnosed without priming, treated with rhGH 
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Figure 2. ΔSDS FH-TH mean and related 95% confidence interval for each group. The significant 

p-values of Tukey adjustment head to head comparisons are reported; SDS= Standard Deviation 

Score; ∆ SDS FH-TH = difference between SDS of final height and target height; CDGP = 

constitutional delay of growth and puberty; GHD=growth hormone deficiency; CDGP-/P+= 

untreated CDGP diagnosed with priming; CDGP+/P+ = CDGP diagnosed with priming treated 

with low dose sex steroids (LDSS); GHD/P+ = GHD diagnosed with priming, treated with rhGH; 

CDGP-/P- = untreated CDGP diagnosed without priming; GHD/P- = GHD diagnosed without 

priming, treated with rhGH

Figure 3. ΔSDS FH-IH mean and related 95% confidence interval for each group. The significant 

p-values of Tukey adjustment head to head comparisons are reported; SDS= Standard Deviation 

Score; ∆ SDS FH-IH = difference between SDS of final height and initial height; CDGP = 

constitutional delay of growth and puberty; GHD=growth hormone deficiency; CDGP-/P+= 

untreated CDGP diagnosed with priming; CDGP+/P+ = CDGP diagnosed with priming treated 

with low dose sex steroids (LDSS); GHD/P+ = GHD diagnosed with priming, treated with rhGH; 

CDGP-/P- = untreated CDGP diagnosed without priming; GHD/P- = GHD diagnosed without 

priming, treated with rhGH.

Figure 4. Proportions of success degree and related 95% confidence interval for each group.

The significant p-values of False Discovery Rate adjustment head to head comparisons are 

reported. CDGP = constitutional delay of growth and puberty; GHD = growth hormone 

deficiency; CDGP-/P+ = untreated CDGP diagnosed with priming; CDGP+/P+ = CDGP 

diagnosed with priming treated with low dose sex steroids (LDSS); GHD/P+ = GHD diagnosed 

with priming, treated with rhGH; CDGP-/P- = untreated CDGP diagnosed without priming; 

GHD/P- = GHD diagnosed without priming, treated with rhGH.

Figure 5. Proportions of degree of success/no success after grouping patients for treatment, 

regardless of priming adoption before GHST (growth hormone stimulation test) as a diagnostic 

tool. Comparisons among groups were performed by means of Chi-square test. 

CDGP = constitutional delay of growth and puberty; GHD = growth hormone deficiency; LDSS = 

low dose sex steroids. A
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Table 1. Description of the study population. Comparisons between groups were carried out excluding group CDGP
+
/P

- 
because 

composed by 2 patients only. 

 

 
CDGP-/P+ 

(N=34) 

CDGP+/P+ 

(N=12) 

GHD/P+ 

(N=51) 

CDGP-/P- 

(N=29) 

CDGP+/P- 

(N=2) 

GHD/P- 

(N=56) 
P-value* 

Characteristics at cohort entry        

Chronological age, years Median [IQ] 12.60 [11.50 to 14.00] 13.50 [13.10 to 14.10] 13.00 [11.90 to 14.50] 12.60 [11.10 to 14.00] 13.75 (0.64) 11.10 [10.00 to 13.00] <0.0001ǂ 

Male N (%) 18 (53.0%) 11 (92.0%) 38 (75.0%) 15 (52.0%) 2 (100.0%) 28 (50.0%) 0.010‡ 

BMI SDS Median [IQ] -0.85 [-1.50 to -0.20] -1.25 [-1.66 to -0.55] -1.15 [-1.86 to -0.29] -0.81 [-1.65 to 0.30] -0.55 [-2.64 to 1.55] -0.39 [-1.45 to 0.49] 0.122ǂ 

Puberty N (%) 
    

   

- G1 9 (26.5%) 6 (50.0%) 17 (33.3%) 7 (24.1%) 2 (100%) 17 (30.4%) 

0.202‡ 
- G2 9 (26.5%) 5 (41.7%) 21 (41.2%) 8 (27.6%) 0 (0%) 12 (21.4%) 

- B1 11 (32.3%) 0 (0.0%) 8 (15.7%) 11 (37.9%) 0 (0%) 17 (30.4%) 

- B2 5 (14.7%) 1 (8.3%) 5 (9.8%) 3 (10.3%) 0 (%) 11 (19.6%) 

IGF-1 SDS Mean (SD) -0.99 (0.97) -1.50 (1.14) -1.51 (1.34) -1.40 (1.07) -1.27 (.) -1.39 (1.23) 0.368† 

IH SDS Median [IQ] -2.10[-2.60 to -1.90] -2.43 [-3.00 to -2.00] -2.43 [-3.00 to -2.00] -2.00 [-2.80 to -1.62] -1.52[-2.06 to -0.97] -2.15 [-2.47 to -1.80] 0.017ǂ 

TH SDS, cm Mean (SD) -0.76 (0.66) -0.37 (0.71) -0.68 (0.83) -0.53 (0.58) -0.55 (0.96) -0.62 (0.80) 0.539† 

∆ IH-TH SDS, cm Median [IQ] -1.53 [-1.75 to -1.10] -1.98[-2.40 to -1.00] -1.98[-2.40 to -1.00] -1.50[-2.10 to -1.20] -0.97 [-1.10 to -0.83] -1.60[-2.09 to -0.84] 0.045ǂ 

Characteristics at final visit        

BMI SDS Median [IQ] -0.77 (1.30) -0.86 (1.17) -0.56 (1.16) -0.70 (1.05) -1.58 (1.42) -0.35 (1.06) 0.363† 

FH SDS, cm Mean (SD) -1.5 (0.88) -0.86 (1.07)     -0.81 (0.93)     -0.9 (1.13)         -0.44 (1.41) -0.93 (0.71) 0.011† 

FH-IH ∆ SDS Mean (SD) 0.79 (0.98) 1.57 (0.68) 1.68 (0.89) 1.15 (0.87) 1.08 (0.64) 1.18 (0.82) 0.0001† 

FH-TH ∆ SDS, Mean (SD) -0.74 (0.99) -0.48 (0.89) -0.12 (0.72) -0.37 (0.95) 0.11 (0.45) -0.31 (0.77) 0.025† 

Degree of success N (%) 22 (65%) 9 (75%) 46 (90%) 18 (62%) 2 (100%) 48 (86%) 0.006‡ 

 

IQ= Interquartile range; * ǂ Kruskal-Wallis test; †Anova model; ‡Chi-square test A
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